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ATTITUDINAL HEALING

  PRINCIPLE TWO
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"HEALTH IS INNER PEACE. 

HEALING IS LETTING GO OF FEAR"

"We live in a world where the word health is usually associated with the state
of our bodies.  In Attitudinal Healing health is focused not on the body,
but on the mind.  It is based on the premise that our natural state of mind
is inner peace.  We can have inner peace regardless of the state of our body
or what is happening in our outside life. Even a person who is dying of a disease such as 
cancer or Aids can have this
inner peace.  Healing is letting go of fear - because letting go of fear leads
directly to our having a peaceful mind filled only with loving and
peaceful thoughts, and experiencing that peace in all aspects of our life."

Change Your Mind, Change Your Life
By Dr. Gerald Jampolsky &
Diane V. Cirincione

(http://api.ning.com:80/files/OsG-NixX39cVuVG2fd*1X8-cRTQ9g3aGbIa-
Gqf6wEIdV9zByQpgm35RPaXTIcHtIYq-IbgeKJ*J5kw3M5Y0p74gTmZV8kTa/AHDivider.gif)

  Health is a state of being, a state of mind that is harmonious,  active, flexible,
alive and energized.  Health, in this context, is not about the physical condition
of the body. The goal of health is inner peace.
 There are only two emotions ~ love and fear.

Health is achieved through healing a fearful mind.  Healing is the process of removing 
obstacles to the goal of inner peace.
 
 Fear with it's many forms of expression ~ anger, guilt, jealousy,
conflict, doubt, insecurity, confusion, low self-esteem
 ~ is the obstacle to inner peace.
 All physical and mental illness is viewed as an opportunity to heal the
mind of it's fears and therefore as an opportunity for spiritual growth.  The first step in 
letting go of fear is acknowledging that fear exists
in one's mind, and then observing it.  The basis of all fear is the belief that one is 
separated from others
 and from the Divine Source. 
 Healing of the mind is usually a gradual process that occurs over time
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and requires commitment, persistence and patience.  On occasion,
healing occurs instantaneously.
The mind tells the body what to do.

To See Differently
by Susan Trout

(http://api.ning.com:80/files
/OsG-NixX39cr*h*SQHgKHPMN*LUEgOnlQDhmPP1ZGBxFwwYfVAdpbBTAQ1YkSokYuTyKXJiDyu2-
LCAcGZwXisWBtDo*L0WE/AHDivider.gif)

The choice between love and fear is made every moment in our heart and mind. 

That is where the peace process begins. 

Without peace within, peace in the
world is an empty wish. 

Like love, peace is extended. 

It cannot be brought from the world to the heart. 

It must be brought from each heart to another,
and thus to all mankind.

Paul Ferrini

(http://api.ning.com:80/files
/OsG-NixX39frNCnwCbvxHC08N3BXWXvI7KlT4mJggfnIRieVX9y3G5pHkbheBWalzxcj-
Ka8WzuYSGk2KMFA0evTwi*WIXRB/AHPrin2heartbasedliving_OMTimes.jpg)

I MUST NOT FEARFEAR IS THE MIND-KILLERFEAR IS THE LITTLE DEATH THAT BRINGS TOTAL OBLITERATIONI 
WILL FACE MY FEARI WILL PERMIT IT TO PASS OVER ME AND THROUGH ME.AND WHEN IT HAS GONE PAST,I 
WILL TURN THE INNER EYE TO SEE IT'S PATH.WHERE THE FEAR HAS GONE THERE WILL BE NOTHINGONLY I 
WILL REMAIN

from  Dune ~ by Frank Herbert

(http://api.ning.com:80/files
/OsG-NixX39fJ6TE4Javh7mHiqUf0o7I2hKo*775aNKqEmf39p*fm59KulZe4gS*bwot6T6aV9Oy*3lrQTBU3-
Cig32hdL1fC/AHDivider.gif)

Buried in the subconscious mind is every experience, of person, place and things, that created 
who you are. 

The persona ~  the ego. 

In this process certain experiences, when repeated ,
act as triggers of a negative response.When such an event occurs you are at a choice point. 

(http://api.ning.com:80/files/OsG-NixX39cR5WuOYa8BiuBFg7nf9oTQ94CVtGyQ7YSJoTxesWzDUCGFzv*jX1YO-
ilGZOguxdRz5tKp1eO0IgBlUh1bq-Ze/Dividersunanimated.gif)
At this moment
you are unpeaceful and on automatic pilot. 

You either act it out ~ attack, fight or flight. 

Or act it in ~ depression, disease.
Fear created through guilt, anger, jealousy, and every negative emotional response of choice 
you can think of will be manifested. 

What is being expressed more commonly is rage. 
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Columbine, and road rage most familiar to all.Through denial and projection we justify our 
feelings, comforting ourselves through addictive behavior. 

Substance abuse being only a part of that. 

There are many other addictions that manifest such
as rageaholics, shopaholics, workaholics,
the "control freak" to name a few. 

When devotion to one activity precludes activities
that create a balanced life, it needs to be examined.

Violette

(http://api.ning.com:80/files/OsG-NixX39evxoQ9nO7dPZ4Amge4cXNtwMeKru606-D*7pVs-
CdFI75*Ja0ZM9ZG7xBXYOlb9t0g9gXNN0wzeuzr9mOvytlQ/AHPrin2brain.jpg)

(http://api.ning.com:80/files
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/AHDivider.gif)

LOVE AND LIGHT ~ WHAT IT IS AND WHAT IT ISN'T

 

"Receptivity to the light means growing beyond third density limitations.

These include feeling prejudice and hatred of differences:  acting

in greed; judging others for their choices; holding resentments or desiring

vengeance; progressing by ruthlessness and cheating; controlling others

and denying their free will; blindly following dogma or orders when

instinct tells that they are not based in Godliness.  And the greatest of all

prevalent third density limitations is FEAR.

 

Actually, all of those negatively bound emotions and motives I mentioned

arise from FEAR.  Without understanding that, one could logically think that

in changing directions in those areas while remaining fearful of personal

or world situations, they are growing spiritually.  That is progress indeed,

but not in the measure you may think.  Spiritual evolution is learning

to live WITHOUT FEAR.  It is living with full trust in the power of LOVE, which

is the most powerful force in the Universe.

 

The word LOVE has been so commonly used that it is severely abused,

as in "I love artichokes" or "I loved that movie" so first I must say:

WHAT LOVE IS NOT. 
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Food and entertainment can indeed give pleasure, and I surely

am not debasing enjoyments that can be uplifting, but those fleeting

sensations are not love.  Neither is love the physical attraction of one

party for another that leads to anxiety about the long-term security of the

relationship.  Love is not controlling a mate, it is not pitying nor worrying

about family or friends, it is not professional success, it is not possessions.

Love is not dependent upon fame or financial wealth or others opinions

of you.  Love is not crusading for your beliefs or proselytizing.  Love does

not require understanding mystical spiritual teachings, or karmic components

of experiencing it, or the continuum that you call time and space, or

the Universal laws.

 

 So then WHAT IS LOVE? 

In simplest terms, love is God's sharing of Himself

with all of His creations.  Love is within the soul and needs only your

allowance of those innate sensations of loving others and receiving their

love for you.  The opposite of love is not hatred, it is the absence of love,

the absence of knowing that God and every other of God's creations

are inseparable.  Love has no limitations, no expectations, nor boundaries

to its capacity. 

LOVE is the healing force of the Universe.

 

In expression, love is treating others with kindness, fairness, honesty

compassion, helpfulness, and caring.  If love can be said to have

"ingredients", then those are some of the ingredients of Godly expression

in action.  Realizing that no one can know others at a soul level

and therefore does no judge them but rather does not condone an action

seen as injurious, is love.  Listening to one's Godself is is love.  Knowing

that you are part of God is love, and loving self is an expression of His

love for you.  Knowing that Earth is a sentient, conscious life herself and

respecting all of her life forms is love.  Feeling joy yourself when you

see it in others is love.  Doing something to bring joy to another is love.

Forgiveness of self and others is love.  Doing "good deeds" without attaching

expectations is love.  Sharing your resources with full heart is love.
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Feeling peace of heart and mind is love.  The quiet thrill of seeing a

sunset or hearing a songbird is love, and a smile is one of the simplest and

most radiating expressions of love.  In any or all of these instances and many

others that you may encounter, that you know instinctively, are love in action,

you are manifesting your love for and of God."

 

Matthew as channeled by Suzanne Ward  

(http://api.ning.com:80/files/OsG-NixX39ei0*L-BBgBcKvDf7Y0956jdUH3ez-
Sg5iDZoLNxJGyAnLmctyUE8M68WRQQfnihYTnIFDWy1FVZfH1CUEsd4jB/AHDivider.gif)

(http://api.ning.com:80/files
/OsG-NixX39fXIpnB3tXDgXLQ5jGaBRC*kW1*b7GnyvKGjIz8SmXn3fc87ntudRkMpVcpStHyF-
9zVkdCdvcHx29ZnUnzJmSm/AHmeditation.jpg)

GUIDED IMAGERY PRINCIPLE TWO

 

Close your eyes, make yourself comfortable and begin taking some deep breaths.

 

Recall a fear that you presently have or one you have had in the past.

It could also be a fear related to the future.  Now I want you to give this fear form.

 

Where in your body do you feel it? 

What is the sensation? 

Does it feel hot or cold? 

Can you give it a shape, a color or texture?

Does it make a sound you hear in your mind's ear? 

Does it have a scent?
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Personify your fear in some way. 

What does it look like?

An animal, a person? 

What are its features?

 

Look at this frightening thing or creature. 

Stand face to face. 

Be patient , have courage.  

Stay with the process, don't hide or turn away from your fear, ask what message

it has for you. 

Take a few minutes and talk with it, listen to it's message.

 

Imagine you and your fear transported to a most beautiful grassy valley

filled with trees and flowers.

There is a waterfall in the mountains surrounding this valley, and it feeds into a river

which runs through this magical valley. 

On the other side of the river is a powerful light rising toward the sky.

You feel safe in this space, and can return to it any time.

 

Walk slowly, take your time.  If you can do so, hold the hand of your fear.

If you cannot do this ~ allow your fear to move alongside of you as you welcome

the silence and beauty of the scenery.

At all times remain aware of the personified fear at your side.

 

Walk to the shore of the river where a rowboat is pulled up on the the bank.
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Get into the boat with fear across from you, as you row the short distance to the other side.

You have an objective which is the glowing light rising in the field just ahead of you.

The energy is very powerful and expands outward and upward,

projecting it's love toward you.

 

Ask fear to follow you as you get out of the boat and pull it up on to the shore.

Look hard at your fear, do you sense any subtle difference?  What has the fear become?

Let it express it's constructive side, it's highest potential.

Has the message changed that it wishes to communicate? 

Give yourself time to listen with your heart's ears.

What is you own feeling toward it? 

When you feel ready ~

ask fear to move forward to enter the light.

Tell it that it will be safe and healed.  You too can now choose to accept this healing.

As fear moves into the light ~ it and the space it had occupied within your body

begins to be transmuted by the grace of light's love.

It is your choice to welcome and accept.

 

Stay with this until you feel peaceful and are ready to open your eyes.

Know that you can return to this safe haven and deal in the same way with fears that you 
experience, whether they come from the past, present or are fears for the future.
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by Violette
------------

To view this discussion, go to:
http://lightgrid.ning.com/group/eseriesonemotionalhealingatthecellularlevel/forum/topic
/show?id=4024228%3ATopic%3A371675&xg_source=msg

--
To stop following new discussions in this group, go to:
http://lightgrid.ning.com/group/eseriesonemotionalhealingatthecellularlevel
/forum?unfollowNewTopic=1&xg_source=msg

To control which emails you receive on LIGHTGRID - Lichtnetz - REDDELUZ, go to:
http://lightgrid.ning.com/profiles/profile/emailSettings?xg_source=msg_group_disc
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